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As New York State's top consumer watchdog, the NewYork State Consumer Protection 
Board ("CPB") is involved in a widekrray of consumtx issues. Q ~ C P B  conduct~~cons&r 
investigations, research and analysis; develops legislati&,- & s u e r  educatiqn pro&im~ anh 
materials; responds to individual complaints 6y wgrking to s&e disputes through voluntary 
agreements and represents the interests of consumers befare the ppblic Service ~ o b i s s i o n  and 
other State and federal agencies. In the security breach area, the CPB develops legislation and 
functions by statute as a member, along with the Office of Cyber Security & Critical 
Infiastmcture Coordination, of the breach notification groupresponsible for administering New 
York State's breach notification law. I4 2007, we handled tm ayesage af.app~~xima.te1y 600 
Internet-related complaints. Protecting consumeri:who communi~te&&&onduci tr~sactions 
online, maintaining consumer trust in the ogline f p r p ,  ht& bedome kriticd is.sues ,fort+ 
CPB. As security breaches of electronically-held-data impacts all of these issues, we write today 
to offer co&ent on the above-referenced proposed seitlements issued on March 28,2008, by 
the Federal Trade Commission ("FTC"). 
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According to the Identity Theft Research Center ("ITRC"), at least 8.3 million perdonal 
and financial records of consumers were potentially compromise'cl by security 'breaches at 
businesses, universities and .government agencies in the first quarter of 2008~al:oke. These 
records were made vulnerable, according to the ITRC, 'through 1 67-publicly repbk6it breaches. 
Securitybreaches result in:exposing cdnsumers' personil information; making them hlnerable 
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to identity theft. -. = ,? -. 
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The CPB acknowledges that the FTC has been aggressively working to protect 
consumers in this area. With the TJX proposed settlements, 20 security breach settlement cases 
have been brought by the FTC under Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act ("FTCA"). 
While under the FTCA the FTC is not authorized to seek penalties, the settlements typically 
mandate a security program and audits over the course of 20 years. The TJX settlements follow 
this model. 

We offer our support of the FTC's approach in these settlement actions and the proposed 
TJX settlements, which result in the implementation of comprehensive, transparent information 
privacy regimes that are protective of consumers. Through its proactive approach to security 

-. breaches, the FTC has demonstrated, and continues to demonstrate, that companies collecting 
sensitive consumer information have a responsibility to keep it secure and will be held 
accountable to high standards of protection.relating to electronically-held personal data. 

In its reauthorization, the FTC has requested civil penalty authority in cases it brings 
under the FTCA. We support this request, and urge that consideration be given to the FTC's use 
of this authority on a discretionary basis, based on various factors including size of breach. 
However,. in no event should this authority be used at the expense of consumer protection and 
oversight. 

Indeed, we emphasize the need for audits that are independent and comprehensive. 
Further, because security breaches impact the public, information on whether a company has 
passed or failed a mandated audit should be publicly available. 

Technology is advancing at a pace never before seen in our history, and although there 
are many benefits, government should act to ensure that the public's Eundamental right to privacy 
is nst abridged. Failure to act may result in a chilling effect. 
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Thank you for your co~sideration of these comments. 

Mindy A. ~ o o k e i n  
Chairperson and Executive Director 
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